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Blockchain is a mainstream technology in which many untrustworthy nodes work together to maintain a distributed ledger with
advantages such as decentralization, traceability, and tamper-proof. *e network layer communication mechanism in its ar-
chitecture is the core of the networking method, message propagation, and data verification among blockchain nodes, which is the
basis to ensure blockchain’s performance and key features. When blocks are propagated in peer-to-peer (P2P) networks with
gossip protocol, the high propagation delay of the protocol itself reduces the propagation speed of the blocks, which is prone to the
chain forking phenomenon and causes double payment attacks. To accelerate the propagation speed and reduce the fork
probability, this paper proposes a blockchain network propagation mechanism based on proactive network provider participation
for P2P (P4P) architecture.*is mechanism first obtains the information of network topology and link status in a region based on
the internet service provider (ISP), then it calculates the shortest path and link overhead of peer nodes using P4P technology,
prioritizes the nodes with good local bandwidth conditions for transmission, realizes the optimization of node connections,
improves the quality of service (QoS) and quality of experience (QoE) of blockchain networks, and enables blockchain nodes to
exchange blocks and transactions through the secure propagation path. Simulation experiments show that the proposed
propagation mechanism outperforms the original propagation mechanism of the blockchain network in terms of system
overhead, rate of data success transmission, routing hops, and propagation delay.

1. Introduction

Blockchain is a decentralized infrastructure that uses a
cryptographic chained block structure to verify and store
data, uses distributed node consensus algorithms to generate
and update data, and uses smart contracts to program and
manipulate data and is now widely used in finance, agri-
culture, healthcare, charity, and the Internet of*ings [1–4].
*e technical architecture of blockchain mainly consists of
data layer, network layer, consensus layer, and application
layer. Among them, the data layer includes the underlying
data blocks and their chain structure (the block structure is
shown in Figure 1), supported by hash algorithms, Merkle
trees, and other related technologies to protect the integrity
and traceability of block data. *e network layer includes
data propagation mechanisms and transaction verification
mechanisms, supported by peer-to-peer (P2P) network

technologies to complete the transmission and verification
of data among distributed nodes. *e consensus layer in-
cludes various consensus mechanisms to achieve data
consistency among distributed nodes through various
consensus algorithms. *e application layer can realize
various application scenarios of blockchain and the reali-
zation of related systems [5].

As with edge computing [6], Blockchain has received
wide attention from academia and industry. Its core tech-
nology as a digital cryptocurrency can solve the double
payment problem that digital currencies have long faced. In
general, there are two forms of double payment attacks
[7, 8]. One is that the attacker uses a single amount to deal
with multiple objects at the same time. If these objects
complete the transactions without being recorded in the
legitimate blockchain, the attacker achieves double-spend-
ing. Although only one legitimate transaction will be
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recorded in the chain among multiple transactions, the
attacker has already benefited from it. Second, the attacker
uses his own powerful computing power to launch a double-
spending attack. After the first transaction is completed and
recorded in the blockchain, the attacker uses his strong
computing power to record the second transaction in the
private blockchain and continues to mine the private chain
until a legitimate and longer chain is mined to replace the
previous public chain so that the second transaction is also
confirmed and double consumption is completed. *e lit-
erature [9] gave a scenario of blockchain forking, as shown
in Figure 2. At a certain point, if the length of the blockchain
is L and the block at the end of the chain is C, the miner Jack
calculates the difficulty value by arithmetic power, first digs
the block D, and starts to propagate D to the whole network.
At the same time, another miner in the system, Tomas, is also
mining a blockchain of length L. It coincides that Tomas
mines a block D′ alone before D reaches him. He does not
know that block D has been mined and starts to spread D′ to
the whole network. As these two blocks are continuously
broadcast, the nodes in the system will maintain two chains
of the same length L+ 1, Chain_Jack and Chain_Tomas,
centered on Jack and Tomas, which form a fork.

*e literature [10] pointed out that blockchain network
forks mainly originate from the propagation delay of blocks
or transactions, i.e., the slow propagation speed of blocks or
transactions and the high probability of network forks. To
reduce the fork probability and improve the propagation
speed of the blockchain network, this paper proposes a
blockchain network propagation mechanism based on the
P4P architecture, i.e., Blockchain_P4P. iTracker server in the
P4P architecture is used to provide policy guidance to the
blockchain nodes, namely, iTracker calculates the p distance
and virtual cost between nodes and provides the IP address
of the node with the closest distance and lowest virtual cost
to the requesting node. *erefore, the blockchain propa-
gation mechanism based on P4P architecture can effectively

improve the network transmission efficiency and accelerate
the speed of propagation.

*e main contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows.

(1) To reduce the probability of blockchain forking due
to propagation delay, this paper focuses on opti-
mizing the propagation path of blocks. For the first
time, P4P technology is integrated with the network
layer of the blockchain, and the efficient commu-
nication efficiency of P4P is used to optimize the
propagation mechanism of the blockchain and im-
prove the performance of the blockchain network.

(2) We first propose Blockchain_P4P, a P4P-based
blockchain network architecture, and introduce in
detail how to optimize the blockchain network layer
using P4P technology. *en, we propose the
Blockchain_P4P path propagation mechanism and
formalize the Blockchain_P4P propagation mecha-
nism through algorithms and timing diagrams.

(3) We use delay-tolerant network (DTN) simulator to
simulate the process of nodes routing data. *e gossip
propagation mechanism is simulated using Random-
+Epidemic routing algorithm, and Blockchain_P4P
propagation mechanism is simulated using
Dijkstra+Prophet algorithm. *rough the simulation,
it is concluded that the Blockchain_P4P propagation
mechanism outperforms the gossip mechanism in
terms of propagation delay, data transmission success
rate, and routing overhead, while the number of
routing hops is higher than the gossip mechanism.

*e remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 1 summarizes the optimization method of the fork
problem. Section 2 is the preparatory knowledge. Section 3 is
the blockchain network architecture and algorithm based on
P4P. Section 4 is the characteristics of the propagation
mechanism and gossip protocol in this paper. Section 5
shows the simulation experiments of the two propagation
mechanisms. Section 6 gives the conclusion.

2. Related Work

In recent years, in order to reduce the probability of chain
forks, academia and industry have conducted in-depth re-
search on this.*e current commonmethods to reduce chain
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forks include two. One is to optimize the transmission
protocol of the block, and the other is to increase the
transmission rate of the block or reduce the propagation time
of the block. First of all, for the propagation protocol of the
blockchain, the gossip protocol is mainly used to broadcast
blocks or transactions. Figure 3 shows the propagation
process of a block or transaction [11]. As shown in the figure,
the initiator of a block or transaction first checks and verifies
the difficulty of the block or transaction and then transmits
the transaction and block through the gossip protocol. *e
transmission process requires the initiator to send an inv
message to the receiver. *e receiver uses the inv message to
determine whether the block or transaction already exists
locally. If the receiver does not store the block or transaction
locally, the receiver will send getdata information to the
initiator. Finally, the initiator sends the block or transaction to
the receiver to complete the transmission of the block data. In
the process of node interaction, the network latency mainly
comes from the difficulty check of the sender and the hash
verification of the block as well as the delay in the trans-
mission of inv messages, getdata messages, and blocks or
transactions between the sender and the receiver. In order to
optimize the protocol of blocks and reduce the propagation
delay, it was proposed in the literature [10–12] that single-
node optimization and pipelining of the propagation to re-
duce the propagation delay of blockchain networks, respec-
tively. Among them, single-node optimization stipulates that
the sender performs difficulty checking on the block, and the
receiver performs hash verification on the block. *e
streamlining of the propagation process is to pass the block
difficulty check and block hash verification to the receiver.
Although these optimization schemes reduce the propagation
delay to a certain extent, they also bring about other security
problems and also affect the performance of the blockchain
network, and the effect of reducing the total network
propagation delay is not obvious.

Second, for improving the block propagation speed, a
randommining group selection technique is proposed in the
literature [13] to improve the block propagation speed to
reduce the probability of successful double-spending attacks,
and it is experimentally demonstrated that the probability of
an attacker finding the next block is less than 50% when the
number of mining groups is greater than or equal to 2.
However, this random mining group technique has extra
cost consumption, while the effect of reducing double-
spending attack is less desirable.*e literature [14] discussed
the relationship between block propagation delay and
blockchain fork probability, as shown in formula (1). Pb

denotes the probability of mining out a block. t is a time
variable that represents the range of time variation of block
propagation. f(t) denotes the percentage of blocks that are
received by nodes after propagation at time t. After ana-
lyzing the formula, we could conclude that the higher the
probability of Pb or the slower the block propagation will
increase the probability of block forking:

Pfork ≈ Pb ∗ 
∞

0
(1 − f(t))dt. (1)

*e literature [15] investigated the performance of block
propagation in a P2P network similar to Bitcoin, and by
simulating the P2P network, it is shown that the block
propagation delay is mainly affected by the average round-
trip time. When the average round-trip time is longer, the
probability of forking occurring is higher. *e literature [16]
summarized the relationship between blockchain through-
put and forking rate and proposes “Fastchain,” which aims
to improve the throughput of blockchain systems by re-
ducing the block propagation time and gives a formula for
the block generation rate as shown in equation (2). Among
them, the forking rate is the probability of discarding blocks
per second, and the effective block rate is the probability of
adding blocks to the longest chain per second:

Block rate � forking rate + effective block rate. (2)

A theoretical analysis of resistance to 51% attack versus
prevention of double flower attack was presented by Sarwar
et al. [17, 18]. Since 51% attacks can lead to double payment
attacks on blockchain networks, five advanced protection
techniques and their limitations have been proposed by
Sarwar et al. for 51% attacks, but this is for theoretical
discussion only. *e literature [19–21] accelerated the
propagation speed of blockchain networks by changing the
topology of nodes, but it reduces the QoS of the network and
increases the propagation delay when there is congestion in
the network.*e literature [22] proposed the Ari protocol to
replace the gossip protocol for blockchain networks, aiming
to optimize the propagation protocol for the P2P layer,
which makes the block propagation a crossnet instead of a
one-way tree, thus achieving a reduction in block propa-
gation time. However, this protocol consumesmore network
bandwidth and has an impact on the performance of the
blockchain network. *e literature [23] proposed a most
trusted chain confirmation mechanism to defend against
fork attacks and thus enhance blockchain security. However,
this mechanism does not sufficiently consider the network
link situation. *e literature [24] proposed a probabilistic
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verification scheme PvScheme, which can effectively reduce
block propagation delay and improve blockchain network
performance after comparison experiments, but the scheme
does not consider the QoS of the network comprehensively.
*e literature [25] pointed out the phenomenon of forking
in blockchain-based IoT. Jameel et al. used a deep learning
approach to increase the transmission rate, which reduces
the transmission delay, minimizes the probability of forking,
and avoids excessive overhead to large-scale IoT networks.
*e literature [26] proposed a strategy to accelerate block
propagation and reduce the probability of chain forking,
namely, PiChu. *e strategy propagates and verifies blocks
by parallelism and demonstrates experimentally the feasi-
bility and efficiency of the strategy. *e literature [27]
evaluated and surveyed existing blockchain simulators, then
designed a novel blockchain simulator, and studied the effect
of network latency on blockchain forks using different
mining difficulties. *e literature [28] investigated the
phenomenon of temporary forking of blockchain, then
proposed a mathematical model to describe the effect of
arithmetic competition of mining pools on temporary
forking from the perspective of miners, and proved the
feasibility of the model through experiments. *e literature
[29] proposed a new framework for using wireless mobile
miners (MMs) for computation in blockchain networks,
based on which the architecture was analyzed to show that
the latency required for movement and the high latency
generated by wireless connections may cause a fork. Finally,
it is experimentally demonstrated that using lower trans-
mission power and reducing the movement of each MM can
reduce the forking probability.*e literature [30] proposed a
P4P improvement scheme based on distributed tracker,
aiming to improve the transmission rate of peer nodes
through improving routing efficiency.*is literature pointed
out that iTracker’s description of resource download paths is
mainly rated by the weights of different paths, and the
calculation of path weights mainly contains three constraints
of delay, bandwidth, and cross-domain communication cost.
Formula (3) gives the communication cost weighting
function C(li,j) for links li,j, where the constant C denotes
the cross-domain communication cost, f(li,j, T) is the delay
consumption function, T denotes the delay demand con-
straint of the service request, f(li,j, B) is the bandwidth
consumption function of link li,j, and B denotes the
bandwidth demand constraint of the service request:

C li,j  � C + f li,j, T  + f li,j, B . (3)

A weighted graph is created based on the link com-
munication cost weighting function C(li,j), and the best path
is selected to achieve communication in combination with
the Dijkstra algorithm.

In summary, the methods to reduce the probability of
block forking mainly include two aspects. First, the prop-
agation delay of the network is reduced by optimizing the
propagation protocol of blocks, which in turn reduces the
forking rate. Although the block propagation delay is re-
duced to a certain extent, it also brings other security
problems, such as DDOS attacks. Moreover, the

optimization of block propagation protocols does not reduce
the total propagation delay of blocks. Second, by increasing
the propagation speed of blocks, however, the above liter-
ature does not fully consider the blockchain network load,
QoS, and bandwidth capacity, also brings other security
issues, and increases the network overhead. *erefore, the
above solutions are not comprehensive enough in reducing
blockchain network forking.

3. Preparatory Knowledge

3.1. P4P Architecture. *is section first introduces the
concepts and important components of P4P and then il-
lustrates the communication process between the important
components of P4P and ISP.

P4P is a lightweight application-based framework, which
mainly opens an explicit communication interface between
P2P applications and network operators, and peer nodes can
call the communication interface to get network information
and improve the performance of P2P applications. P4P
generally consists of the control plane, data plane, and
management plane. Among them, the management plane is
to monitor the behavior of the control plane.*e data plane is
to distinguish the application flow and set the priority of the
application flow, which may not be needed.*e control plane
is the core component of P4P, which introduces the iTracker
server and provides the interface to communicate with ISPs,
including the policy interface, the capability interface, and the
P4P distance interface [31], as shown in Figure 4. Among
them, the policy interface mainly provides network policies
for peer nodes, such as which links should be avoided when
the network is congested. *e capability interface allows peer
nodes to request resources or capabilities from iTracker. *e
P4P distance interface provides the internal view seen by
iTracker and the external attempt seen by P2P applications.
*e internal view is the network topology G� (V, E), V is the
set of nodes, E is the set of links, and the nodes in the V sets
are also called PID nodes, which are mainly used to represent
network topology information. *e external view is a fully
connected mesh network, and the external view is given
visible PID-i and PID-j. iTracker will calculate the distance Pij

of two nodes based on the internal distance and route of the
network, which is usually calculated based on open shortest
path first (OSPF) weights or border gateway protocol (BGP)
priority. In addition, iTracker will also calculate the virtual
cost for different links and select the lowest virtual cost with
the shortest Pij as the connection path for peer nodes [32].

3.2. Gossip Protocol. *is section introduces the concepts
related to the gossip protocol and the advantages and dis-
advantages of using this protocol for data exchange.

Gossip protocol is a decentralized protocol, which is used
as a core technology in P2P networks to synchronize data
among nodes in a distributed system. Figure 5 shows the
process of transmitting information by the gossip protocol.*e
core idea of the protocol is that a node of the system passively
receives data sent from other nodes, and then actively prop-
agates the updated state to its neighbor nodes after completing
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local updates, at which time the neighbor nodes complete
passive updates. If a node still has not updated its local data
after a period of time, it will actively send requests to neigh-
boring nodes and then complete active updates. When the
nodes of the distributed system have been updated several
times, the information of the rest of the nodes in the system is
finally stored locally, so the gossip protocol ensures the ultimate
consistency of the distributed system and does not affect other
nodes even if there is a single point of failure, making the whole
system more fault-tolerant [33]. In Bitcoin, blockchain nodes
use the gossip protocol to broadcast blocks or transactions to
their neighboring nodes, and then, neighboring nodes that
receive blocks or transactions continue to broadcast in this way
until all nodes in the system receive blocks or transactions, thus
completing the dissemination of information. However, this
protocol suffers from high propagation delay and can seriously
affect the reliability and security of block and transaction
transmission when there are link failures and congestion in the
network. *erefore, although the gossip protocol can ensure
the consistency of data across nodes, it also affects the
blockchain network performance.

3.3. Blockchain Architecture. *is section introduces the
architecture of blockchain, briefly analyzes the role of each
layer in the architecture, and points out the focus of the
research work in this paper.

Blockchain acts as a distributed database ledger, and
each node follows a set of communication protocols to
achieve synchronization of ledger data. *e blockchain
architecture is given in Figure 6. As shown in the figure, the
blockchain mainly consists of the data layer, network layer,
consensus layer, incentive layer, contract layer, and appli-
cation layer. *e data layer encapsulates the data block, hash
function, timestamp, and other technologies. *e network
layer defines the P2P network and data propagation
mechanism. *e consensus layer encapsulates a variety of
consensus algorithms, such as PoW and PoS. *e incentive
encapsulates the issuance mechanism and dispensing
mechanism of economic incentives. *e contract layer en-
capsulates the script code, algorithm mechanism, etc. *e
application layer encapsulates various application scenarios
of blockchain [34]. In the blockchain architecture, the
network layer is the core layer, and the propagation
mechanism encapsulated in this layer is the key to ensure the
secure transmission of blocks or transactions. *erefore, in
order to speed up block propagation, this paper uses P4P
technology to improve the transmission efficiency of the
blockchain network.

4. P4P-Based Blockchain Network
Propagation Mechanism

In order to accelerate the propagation delay of blocks or
transactions, this paper proposed a blockchain network
propagation path mechanism based on the P4P architecture.
*e core idea is that when a blockchain node performs
distance and link cost calculations and returns the best node
to the source node before establishing a connection with
other nodes and transmitting blocks or transactions. In
particular, this routing approach takes into account the
network condition, routing overhead, and link cost con-
sumption and minimizes the network propagation delay. In
order to describe the P4P-based blockchain network
propagation mechanism more clearly, we proposed the P4P-
based blockchain network architecture, Blockchain_P4P and
Blockchain_P4P propagation mechanism, in the following
subsections.

4.1. P4P-Based Blockchain Network Architecture
Blockchain_P4P. *is section introduces a P4P-based
blockchain network architecture Blockchain_P4P, points
out the components of the architecture diagram, analyzes
the features of the architecture, and demonstrates that the
application of P4P technology can effectively improve
network performance and speed up data transmission.

P4P is a technology proposed to prevent excessive con-
sumption of network bandwidth. It can make full use of the
advantages of network operators and network service providers
(ISPs) to provide P2P nodes with network topology, bandwidth,
and link cost information, and according to the information
provided, it optimizes the QoS and transmission efficiency of
the P2P network, which not only reduces the network load but
also improves the P2P network performance.*e blockchain is
a P2P network presented in a flat star-like structure with a
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communication mechanism of Gossip protocol. If the block-
chain nodes are transmitting blocks or transactions, there is a
link failure or network congestion and other conditions will
inevitably lead to a higher propagation delay, which will affect
the performance of the blockchain network. *erefore, using
P4P technology to reduce network load, optimize node
transmission efficiency, and improve the characteristics of node
propagation speed, a P4P-based blockchain network archi-
tecture Blockchain_P4P is proposed, as shown in Figure 7.
Figure 7 shows the iTracker deployed by ISPs in three different
regions, each of which contains blockchain nodes and routers.
In an autonomous system, the iTracker server is deployed by a
network service provider and can provide blockchain nodes
with network topology, virtual cost calculation, network in-
bound and outbound traffic ratio, and other information. Based
on this information, iTracker will select the node set with low
link consumption and fast transmission rate to return to the
blockchain node, and the blockchain node will forward the
block or transaction with this set of nodes.

In blockchain networks, the propagation speed of blocks
or transactions is affected by the link-state, network state,
QoS, and other factors. *e P4P technology has the func-
tions of relieving the pressure of Internet transmission,
reducing operation cost, and optimizing node connection,
which can intelligently provide better connection guidance
for blockchain nodes. *is guidance is reflected in iTracker’s
ability to select the most suitable node and return based on
the shortest P distance and lowest link consumption. In
summary, the P4P technology solves the problem of
blockchain nodes’ delay in receiving blocks or transactions
by other blockchain nodes due to link failures and other
reasons on the transmission path, speeds up the propagation
speed of blockchain networks and the reliability of node
connections, and also improves the transmission perfor-
mance of blockchain networks.

4.2. Blockchain_P4P Propagation Mechanism. *is section
focuses on the Blockchain_P4P propagation mechanism,
which is formalized mainly through algorithms and se-
quence diagrams.

*e Blockchain_P4P propagation mechanism combines
P4P and blockchain technology to speed up the data
propagation and improve the reliability of transmission.
Algorithm 1 is the Blockchain_P4P algorithm. *is algo-
rithm defines the blockchain node set, number of nodes,
distance set, IP, BandWidth, and As number. Before a
blockchain node sends a request to the iTracker server, it first
needs to send the IP, BandWidth, and AsId of the node to
the iTracker server to facilitate the node that provides the
connection to the blockchain node. *en, iTracker con-
structs an internal view G� (V, E) based on the network
topology information provided by ISP, V is the set of nodes,
E is the set of links, the nodes in V are defined as PIDs, and
the distance between nodes is expressed as P distance.
iTracker performs the calculation of P distance between
nodes and link virtual cost based on the internal view and the
related network information. Generally, iTracker uses OSPF
weights or BGP priority to calculate virtual cost. After the
calculation, iTracker selects the blockchain node suitable for
connection and returns it to the requesting node. Finally, the
requesting node establishes a connection with it.

*e following are the definition and description of the
relevant interfaces in Algorithm 1.

(i) Compute (BlockNodeSet, DistanceSet): the inter-
face input is BlockNodeSet and DistanceSet, which
means iTracker calculates the shortest distance of all
nodes in BlockNodeSet based on the network to-
pology information provided by ISP, and after the
calculation is completed, it returns the shortest path
set.

(ii) chooseNode (BlockNodeSet, shortestPathSet): the
interface input is BlockNodeSet and shortestPathSet,
which means iTracker selects the IP of the requesting
node to the nearest destination node based on the
shortest path set and returns it to the requesting
node.

Figure 8 shows the sequence diagram of blockchain
nodes requesting iTracker and establishing connections with
other nodes. *e specific connection flow is as follows:

(1) Blockchain node initiates a request to iTracker.
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(2) iTracker performs P distance and virtual cost cal-
culation based on the network information provided
by ISP. If the best node is found, the IP of the node is
returned to the requesting node.

(3) Each iTracker records the IPs of other regional
iTrackers, and nodes in different regions can es-
tablish connections through the router. When a
blockchain node initiates a connection request, the
iTracker queries the IP of neighboring iTracker and
establishes a connection with it.

(4) After the neighboring iTracker receives the request, it
performs P distance and virtual cost calculation.

(5) After the calculation is completed, it transmits the
information of the nodes in the region to the source
iTracker through the router. When the source
iTracker obtains the information of the node, it
provides the information to the requesting node.

(6) *e requesting node establishes a connection based
on the node information provided by the iTracker.

5. Characteristic Analysis

*is section provides a detailed analysis of the reliability and
security of Blockchain_P4P propagation mechanism and
gossip propagation mechanism during block transmission.

P4P technology mainly solves the problem of uncon-
trollable traffic on the Internet and is also commonly used
to optimize the performance of P2P applications. For
blockchain, P4P technology improves the propagation
delay in the network, greatly reduces the probability of
double payment attacks, and better protects the data in-
tegrity of blocks and transactions. In Bitcoin and Hyper-
ledger Fabric, the propagation mechanism of blockchain
follows the gossip mechanism, which is the basis of
blockchain node consensus and is the core of ensuring data
consistency of nodes.

In terms of the reliability of block and transaction
transmission, the Blockchain_P4P-based propagation
mechanism is more reliable than the gossip propagation
mechanism because the gossip protocol relies on the net-
work QoS and link quality, and if the network QoS de-
creases or the link fails, it will not only cause some nodes in
the network to fail to receive blocks or transactions for a
long time but also increase the total propagation delay. On
the contrary, the P4P architecture relies on ISPs to collect
network information, allowing ISPs to provide the un-
derlying network state and policy information to P2P
applications, which intelligently select data exchange ob-
jects based on the policy information. *erefore, when
blockchain nodes send blocks or transactions, the capability
interface provided by the P4P architecture for blockchain
networks is used to request policy guidance from iTracker
in priority. iTracker calculates the virtual cost and the P
distance between blockchain nodes and then intelligently
selects the nodes suitable for blockchain nodes to connect,
thus avoiding blockchain nodes from failing to blockchain
nodes cannot forward blocks and transactions to neigh-
boring nodes smoothly due to link failure. *erefore, the

propagation mechanism based on Blockchain_P4P is more
reliable than the gossip propagation mechanism.

As far as the security of transmission is concerned, in
Bitcoin, if there is network congestion, it will reduce the
propagation speed of blocks and transactions, thus in-
creasing the probability of forking, which gives attackers the
opportunity to perform double payment attacks and also
puts the security of the blockchain network at risk. In P4P,
the iTracker server deployed by ISPs to collect network
information calculates the P distance and virtual cost be-
tween blockchain nodes based on the network information.
iTracker provides the best connection guidance for block-
chain nodes based on the calculation results, which avoids
blockchain nodes from sending blocks or transactions with
nodes that have link failures and saves transmission time.
*us, the propagationmechanism based on Blockchain_P4P
improves the speed of block and transaction propagation,
reduces the probability of forking, optimizes the blockchain
network performance, and guarantees the security of the
blockchain network.

In summary, integrating P4P technology into the
blockchain network to improve the routing of blockchain
nodes and optimize the connection between blockchain
nodes not only enhances the reliability and security of the
network but also improves the efficiency and QoS of
blockchain network communication.

6. Experimental Results

6.1. Experiment Environment. *is section introduces the
simulator and the experimental environment for the ex-
periments and explains the corresponding performance
indicators.

*is experiment selects the DTN simulator the ONE
V1.6 to simulate Blockchain_P4P, a blockchain network
propagation mechanism based on P4P architecture. *e
running environment is Win10, Intel core i7-5500u CPU∗ 4
2.40GHz, memory is 8GB, and the compilation software is
eclipse. *e ONE is a simulation platform developed for the
DTN environment, which provides a variety of routing
protocols and movement models to simulate a more realistic
network environment [35, 36]. Figure 9 shows the simu-
lation scenario of the experiment, which contains the
blockchain node, ISP, and iTracker. To verify whether the
blockchain network propagation mechanism based on the
P4P architecture can optimize the latency problem caused by
the gossip mechanism and reduce the forking rate, four
performance metrics are proposed to evaluate the two
propagation mechanisms.

(1) Latency: latency is an important metric for block-
chain network performance measurement, which
consists of two main components. One is the
propagation delay of transactions or blocks; the other
is the delay of difficulty checking and hash verifi-
cation of blocks.

(2) System overhead: system overhead can measure the
memory and CPU resource usage by the operating
system. *e two propagation mechanisms we
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simulate consume different amounts of memory and
CPU, and this metric measures which propagation
mechanism can optimize connections while reduc-
ing system overhead.

(3) Route hops: the number of routing hops is the
number of packets that pass through the router when
they are transmitted. If blocks are routed faster and
with fewer routing hops, blocks and transactions will
be transmitted to neighboring nodes faster.

(4) Message transmission success rate: the message
transmission success rate is the probability that a
packet is successfully routed to the destination node
within a specified time. In the experiment, we set the
TTL value for each packet, and if the packet is not
transmitted to the destination node within a certain
time frame, the packet will be lost due to TTL timeout,
and if the node transmits the message fast enough, the
packet will not be lost due to TTL value timeout,
reflecting the strength of the two propagation
mechanisms for block and transaction transmission.

6.2. Routing Algorithm Selection for Two Propagation
Mechanisms. *is section briefly analyzes the characteristics
of the gossip and Blockchain_P4P mechanisms and selects
different routing algorithms for simulation based on the
analyzed characteristics.

*e idea of the propagation mechanism of gossip is that
neighboring nodes send each other the information that has not
been received by each other and then finish the local update;
after a period of time, all the nodes in the whole network have
received each other’s information and themessage is consistent.
And, the core idea of an epidemic algorithm is that when the
initiating node sends a data request to a neighboring node, it
first sends a summary vector, and based on the summary vector,
it determines whether the other party has already received that
data, and if not, it will exchange data with the other party. Like
the gossip protocol, the epidemic routing algorithm also for-
wards data based on replicas. *erefore, we use an epidemic
routing algorithm and a random move model to simulate the
gossip propagation mechanism in our experiments.

*is proposal uses P4P technology to optimize the
propagation mechanism of the blockchain network layer,
changing from the initial source node sending blocks to
neighboring nodes to the source node sending requests to the

iTracker server first. iTracker, through route calculation, de-
rives the node with the lowest link consumption and shortest
path to the source node, connects with it, and exchanges block
data. It can be concluded that iTracker can improve the ef-
ficiency of data transmission and avoid a lot of route con-
sumption. *erefore, we chose the Prophet routing algorithm
[37] in the simulator to simulate the propagation mechanism
based on the P4P architecture. In addition, the P distance is
usually selected using the shortest path algorithm, and the
closer the distance, the shorter the P distance, so we use the
Dijkstra +Prophet algorithm to simulate the propagation
mechanism of the blockchain network based on the P4P
architecture in the simulation experiment.

6.3. Simulation Comparison of Two Transmission
Mechanisms. *is section simulates the gossip mechanism
and Blockchain_P4P mechanism in terms of four perfor-
mance metrics, such as routing hops, propagation delay, rate
of message transmission success, and system overhead, and
provides a brief overview of the simulation results.

After simulating the gossip propagation mechanism and
the blockchain network propagation mechanism based on the
P4P architecture, the performance metrics such as the number
of routes, average delay, transmission success rate, and system
overhead under the two propagation mechanisms are derived.
We set 100 ∼ 600 groups of nodes in 12h to simulate these two
propagation mechanisms, and the comparison of four per-
formance metrics under the two propagation mechanisms is
given in Figures 10–13. Figure 10 shows the comparison of the
routing hops of the two propagation mechanisms. Since the
epidemic algorithm is to forward packets to the encountering
node whenever it encounters a node, some nodes may save the
same packets and stop exchanging packets when this occurs,
and after simulation, the routing hop count of this algorithm is
basically maintained at about one hop. For the routing algo-
rithm simulated in this scheme, the number of routing hops is
in the range of 2 to 6.*is is because the forwarding path of the
block data is provided by iTracker, and the forwarding path
may face a high number of hops. However, even if the number
of hops is high and the quality of the link is good, there will be
no link congestion as in the epidemic algorithm.

Figure 11 shows the average latency comparison between
the two propagation mechanisms; as shown, the average
latency under the gossip propagation mechanism simulated
by epidemic is higher than the propagation mechanism of
the blockchain network based on the P4P architecture
simulated by Prophet. Since the epidemic algorithm is to
exchange packets whenever a node is encountered, when
there are more nodes in the network and the routes are far
away, congestion and high propagation delay are likely to
occur. *e Prophet algorithm is an efficient routing algo-
rithm that calculates the shortest path to the destination
node by the shortest path algorithm, so the propagation
delay of this algorithm is lower than the epidemic algorithm.

Figure 12 shows the comparison of the message trans-
mission success rate of the two propagation mechanisms.
From the figure, it can be seen that the message transmission
success rate of the gossip propagation mechanism simulated

Figure 9: Simulation scenario of the experiment.
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by epidemic is much lower than that of the blockchain
network propagation mechanism based on the P4P archi-
tecture simulated by Prophet. *is is because epidemic has a
large number of replicas in the network, and these replica
messages are not forwarded in time due to network con-
gestion and exceed the set TTL value resulting in packet
drops, thus leading to a lower message transmission success
rate.

Figure 13 shows the system overheads of the two
propagation mechanisms. *e epidemic algorithm is based
on a flooding strategy, exchanging packets with the en-
countered nodes each time, which will bring a high system

overhead to the whole system.*e Prophet algorithm, on the
other hand, selects the nodes on the shortest path to forward
packets, which brings less system overhead. As can be seen
from the figure, when the node size increases, the system
overhead brought by the epidemic algorithm will gradually
increase and eventually far exceed that of Prophet.

7. Conclusion

*is paper discussed the problem that blockchain networks
were highly prone to bifurcation. We first summarized the
causes of bifurcation and then gave an optimization scheme
to cope with bifurcation. To speed up block propagation, we
proposed Blockchain_P4P, a blockchain network propaga-
tion mechanism based on P4P, which combined with P4P
technology to improve the communication efficiency of
blockchain nodes. *rough simulation comparison, it was
found that the Blockchain_P4P mechanism needs to go
through multihop routes when communicating with nodes
in other regions, so its routing hop count was higher than
that of the gossip mechanism. And, the Blockchain_P4P
mechanism outperforms the gossip mechanism in terms of
propagation delay, message transmission success rate, and
system overhead, which also demonstrated that the pro-
posed Blockchain_P4P mechanism could effectively accel-
erate the block propagation speed and enhance the network
propagation efficiency.

Data Availability

*e data of this experiment are all originated from THE
ONE simulator, and the packet transmission is simulated by
multiple groups of experimental nodes at different time
periods, and the REPORT module of the simulator auto-
matically evaluates the latency, routing hops, system over-
head, and rate of message transmission success metrics at
that time period, and finally, we draw an experimental graph
and perform data analysis based on the evaluated data.
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